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Abstract. The emerging integration of mechatronic systems in modern
railway vehicles enables significant improvements with respect to safety,
comfort, and wear reduction. To fully exploit the potential of mechatronic
systems, the German Aerospace Center (DLR) complements its validated
estimation and control concepts in the field of lateral vehicle dynamics
with approaches for longitudinal dynamics. The present work introduces
an adhesion-based maximum-seeking brake control that offers a benefit
in contrast to slip-based approaches especially in safety critical scenarios.
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1 Introduction

Besides profitability, reliability, and comfort, safety is one of the most important
criteria in the decision-making of passenger transport. To ensure a safe journey,
the braking process is an essential aspect for all means of transport. Regarding
railway traffic, the specialty about the braking process is that the brake forces
have to be transmitted via steel on steel contacts each with a size of only about
1cm2. These two aspects in combination with a contamination of the wheel-rail
contact can lead to highly dangerous situations where the braking distance is
significantly lengthened [1].

In order to reduce the impact of poor wheel-rail conditions, an immense effort
is continuously put into the improvement of braking systems and in particular
the wheel slide protection system (WSP). The goal of these research activities is
to minimize braking distances via a maximization of the adhesive force between
wheel and rail. Some examples for sophisticated control concepts in this field
are described in [2–4]. These concepts vary in their elaboration of the control
algorithm but they share the same slip-based point of view. However, if slip
is used as control variable, it is hard to surely reach the maximum adhesion
in every single situation, since the ideal adhesion/slip ratio depends on various
conditions, such as vehicle speed and track contamination, see Fig. 1.

An approach that takes this ever-changing optimum into account is presented
in [5]. There, two target slip areas are defined according to the two distinct
maxima in Fig. 1. To improve the brake performance, an algorithm continuously
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Fig. 1. Qualitative adhesion over slip behavior in case of a wet rail (dashed line) and
with leaves on the rail (solid line) [5]

checks at least one wheelset in each slip area and decides what is defined as
target slip area for the other wheelsets. This method is tested in track tests and
allows for a significant reduction in contrast to already in-service WSP systems.
In order to shorten braking distances even further, a continuously optimized
brake performance in contrast to this quasi-binary approach might be the key.

In [6] a continuous PI control is combined with an adhesion estimation us-
ing swarm intelligence. However, this work focuses on traction applications and
does not specifically incorporate the characteristic behavior of pneumatic brake
systems, namely the binary position (open/closed) of pressure valves. In addi-
tion, the applied multi model approach might exceed the sparse computational
resources of in-service train control units.

Taking a look at the automotive sector, there is a lot of research on anti-lock
braking systems. However, the results cannot be directly transferred to railway
vehicles, since adhesion and slip optima differ significantly.

Following from all this, the present paper introduces a numerically efficient,
adhesion-based maximum-seeking brake control for critical braking scenarios
with poor wheel-rail conditions. This control concept uses the adhesion infor-
mation provided by a simple and generic model-based Kalman filter. First of all,
the development and testing environment of the control concept is introduced
in Section 2. Section 3 describes the synthesis of the adhesion-based control
concept. Simulation results are illustrated and discussed in Section 4. In the
end, Section 5 summarizes the most important contributions and gives a short
outlook of the tasks to be tackled for further refinement of the control concept.

2 Development Environment for the control concept

The basic architecture of the control system, illustrated in Fig. 2, comprises
three blocks: plant model, adhesion estimator, and controller. The controller as
well as the overall framework are designed in Matlab. In this way, the single
parts can directly be transferred into real-time environment, which is necessary
for future prove of the control concept on test rigs.

Plant and prediction model (dashed lines in Fig. 2) are implemented in the
multi-physical and object-oriented modeling language Modelica [8]. The main
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the basic control system architecture (dashed boxes: Modelica;
solid boxes: Matlab)

advantage of Modelica in the present context is the easy and direct combination
of mechanics of the brake process (force and moment equilibria) with thermal and
pneumatic aspects of the friction in the brake components. The Modelica models
are integrated into the development environment via the Functional Mock-up
Interface (FMI), see [9].

2.1 Plant Model

As the sketch in Fig. 2 already induces, the plant model represents a two-part
commuter train with a Jacobs bogie in the middle and conventional end bogies.
The number of pneumatic brake units per wheelset is (from leading to trailing
wheelset): 2, 1, 2, 2, 1, 2.

To reduce the numerical effort during the control synthesis, the wheelsets in
the end bogies are mechanically-coupled, so there are six wheelsets but only four
independent wheelset rotational velocities. Another simplification that does not
hamper the validity of the braking-related behavior is the reduction to a 2-D
problem in the x-z-plane, see [10]. Considering these adaptions, the state vector
xxx of the plant model reads

xxx = [vx, ω1, ..., ω4, µb,1, ..., µb,4, ∆z1, ...,∆z6, ∆ż1, ...,∆ż6]
T
. (1)

The first states vx and ωi, with i = 1, ..., 4, represent the translational vehicle
velocity and the rotational wheelset velocities, respectively. The corresponding
system dynamics for vx can be deduced from the longitudinal force equilibrium
over the entire vehicle and for ωi from the moment equilibria for each of the four
independently rotating wheelsets. The states µb,i describe the friction coefficients
between brake pad and brake disc. The modeling of instantaneous pad friction
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behavior is still subject of research. In the present work, the approach proposed
in [11] is used, which takes the thermal influences on µb,i into account.

The states ∆zj (j = 1, ..., 6) and ∆żj are the deflections in the primary
suspensions and their time derivatives, respectively. These twelve states are in-
troduced to reproduce the vertical and pitch motions of the three bogies. On the
contrary, the vertical and pitch motions of the two car bodies can be neglected,
since spring and damper coefficients of the secondary suspension are usually
much lower than of the primary suspension and, thus, the influences of the car
bodies on the braking process are insignificant.

The last state-related aspect to be mentioned is the continuous modeling of
the wheel-rail contact behavior. To calculate the adhesion between wheel and
rail

αx,i (si, vx) =
Fx,i
Fz,i

, (2)

with the longitudinal contact force Fx,i, the normal contact force Fz,i, and the
slip si, the formulation of Polach [12] is implemented in the plant model. The
slip si is defined as

si = 1− rwωi
vx

and ṡi = fs,i (vx, αx,i) + gs,i (µb,i, vx)ui , (3)

where the term gs,i (µb,i, vx) is negative in the considered region. A more detailed
description of the system dynamics fs,i and gs,i is omitted due to the limited
space of this article. According to [13], the numerical efficacy of the Polach theory
and its accurate modeling of the adhesion behavior for higher creepages makes
it well suited in the present context.

Besides the states, the plant system is described by its inputs uuu and outputs
yyy. When dealing with brake control, the inputs are the brake pressures

uuu = [p1, p2, p3, p4]
T
, (4)

which correspond to the four independent wheelset rotations and affect their
moment equilibria but have no direct influence on the longitudinal force equi-
librium of the vehicle. Combining these equilibria with the brake pad friction
dynamics and the wheel-rail contact model leads to the state space formulation

ẋxx = fff (xxx) + ggg (xxx)uuu (5)

where fff and ggg determine the state dynamics and can be found in [14]. For
this work, only the velocity dynamics v̇x = fv(αααx) which are a function of the
adhesion and the slip dynamics as given in Equation (3) are required for the
proof of the controller design.

A decision on the outputs has to trade off the technical and economic effort
for the sensor implementation against the reliability of the estimator. For the
present application, the output configuration is defined as

yyy = [vx, ω1, ..., ω4, ∆z1, ...,∆z6, v̇x]
T
. (6)

Compared to the current equipment of modern vehicles, only the detection of
∆zj causes additional effort. Anyhow, as shown in [14] the adhesion estimator
would not necessarily need this information to get reliable estimation results.
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2.2 Adhesion Estimator

Adhesion between wheel and rail is not directly measurable in regular operation
due to technical and economic reasons. To provide this essential information
during braking maneuvers, an estimator is designed. The applied estimator, an
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), is successfully deployed for the adhesion and
brake pad friction estimation in [15].

To get the adhesion information, the coefficients α̂ααx are integrated into the
state vector x̂xx of the estimator prediction model

x̂xx =
[
v̂x, ω̂1, ..., ω̂4, µ̂b,1, ..., µ̂b,4, α̂x,1, ..., α̂x,4, ∆ẑ1, ...,∆ẑ6, ∆ ˙̂z1, ...,∆ ˙̂z6

]T
. (7)

A more detailed description of the estimator design can be found in [15].

3 Brake Control Synthesis

3.1 Problem Formulation

The goal of this work is to design an adhesion-based control law that mini-
mizes the braking distance rx which results from the point of time tf when vx
reaches 0m/s. Due to monotonicity arguments, this is equivalent to maximizing
the adhesion for each wheelset, i.e. we need to solve the optimization problem

max
ui

∫ t

0

|αx,i(si(τ), vx(τ))|dτ (8)

subject to ṡi, v̇x as in Eq. (3), (5) and µ̇b,i, αx,i according to [11], [12] .

The hereby considered parameter configurations lead to adhesion-slip curves
similar to the ones shown in Fig. 1. They all admit a region of the slip [0, scon]
for which the adhesion is concave. This allows to design the extremum seeking
control law as in the next section.

3.2 Maximum-Seeking Control Strategy

To obtain a robust solution of the optimization problem (8), we derive an appro-
priate sliding mode control law. The proposed control law uses only the estimated
time derivatives of adhesion and slip. For the control synthesis and its stability
proof the estimated values are assumed to be exact.

In the classical sliding mode sense, it is straightforward to design a maximum
seeking control by defining the maximum as the equilibrium in the switching
function and ensure that the resulting sliding manifold is attractive, see e.g. [17].
In this case, the desired switching function σi and the control law ui take the
form

σi =
∂αx,i(si, vx)

∂si
ui = L sgn

(
∂αx,i(si, vx)

∂si

)
(9)
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for a designed gain L ∈ R. However, this control law cannot be directly im-
plemented, because the exact description of the adhesion function αx(·) is not
known but merely its estimated function value α̂x,i(si(t), vx(t)) at the current
time t. Therefore, the sliding manifold needs to be formulated in a different way.

The idea to emulate this control is illustrated in the controller block in Fig. 2.
We use the product of the derivatives of adhesion and slip with respect to time
in the switching function

σ̄i = ṡi(%%%i, ui)α̇x,i(ςiςiςi) (10)

with %%%i = (vx, αx,i, µb,i) and ςiςiςi = (si, vx), to drive the adhesion with the cor-
responding sliding mode control law to its maximum. Indeed, it can be shown
that this control law is equivalent to the desired control law (9) and solves the
control task as shown in the following theorem.

Theorem 1. The sliding mode control law

ui = L sgn (ṡi(%%%i, ui)α̇x,i(ςiςiςi)) (11)

drives the adhesion of the system (5) to its maximum, if L ∈ R is chosen suffi-
ciently high and the slip stays in the concave region, i.e. s ∈ [0, scon].

Proof. Using Eq. (3) for s and the Polach formulation for αx allows to write the
switching function as

σ̄i= ṡi(%%%i, ui)

(
∂αx,i(ςiςiςi)

∂si
ṡi(%%%i, ui)+

∂αx,i(ςiςiςi)

∂vx
v̇x

)
≈ ∂αx,i(ςi

ςiςi)

∂si
ṡi(%%%i, ui)

2 . (12)

Neglecting the second term bases upon the assumptions that the sensitivity of
αx,i with respect to si is much higher than with respect to vx, see [12], and ṡi(%%%i)
is usually higher than v̇x due to the high inertia of the vehicle. This makes clear

that σi is identical to zero if
∂αx,i(ςiςiςi)
∂si

= 0 or ṡi(%%%i) = 0. Then we can see for
ṡi(%%%i) 6= 0 that

sgn(σ̄i) ≈ sgn

(
∂αx,i(ςiςiςi)

∂si
ṡi(%%%i, ui)

2

)
= sgn

(
∂αx,i(ςiςiςi)

∂si

)
= sgn(σi) . (13)

We show that the system converges to σi = 0 by considering the Lyapunov
candidate

V (x) =
1

2
σ2
i . (14)

We obtain the derivative of V with respect to time as

V̇ (xxx) = σiσ̇i = σi

(
∂2αx,i(ςiςiςi)

∂s2i
ṡi(%%%i, ui) +

∂2αx,i(ςiςiςi)

∂vx∂si
v̇x(xxx)

)
= σi

∂2αx,i(ςiςiςi)

∂s2i

(
fs,i(%%%i) + gs,i(%%%i)ui +

(
∂2αx,i(ςiςiςi)

∂s2i

)−1
∂2αx,i(ςiςiςi)

∂vx∂si
fv(αααx)

)

=
∂2αx,i(ςiςiςi)

∂s2i
(Lgs,i(%%%i) |σi|+ φi(%%%i,ααα)σi)

(15)
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with φi(%%%i,ααα) = fs,i(%%%i) +
(
∂2αx,i(ςiςiςi)

∂s2i

)−1
∂2αx,i(ςiςiςi)
∂vx∂si

fv(αααx). It can be seen that

∂2αx,i(ςiςiςi)

∂s2i
< 0 due to αx,i being concave in the considered region. Further, the

remaining terms can be dominated in the sliding mode sense using a sufficiently
high L. This ensures with gs,i(%%%i) < 0 that V̇ (xxx) < 0, which renders the sliding
manifold attractive and the adhesion converges to its maximum value. q.e.d.

Note that the approximation in Equation (12) leads to αx not being at the
exact maximum but very close to it dependent on the magnitude of the term
∂αx,i(ςiςiςi)
∂vi

v̇x. Another option for the switching function
α̇x,i

ṡi
allows a similar proof

for optimality, but its implementation leads to numerical issues for ṡi close to
zero, which is why we have chosen to use the switching function (10) instead.
The choice of L depends on gs,i and φi and is generally subject to optimization.
It might also be chosen as a function of the states to compensate their influences.
However, in the present context of braking control the maximum brake pressure
pmax is usually predefined by the dimensioning of the brake system and, thus,
the adjustability of L is limited. Furthermore, it may occur that the choice of L

leads to a slip value being in the non-concave part of αx, i.e.
∂2αx,i(ςiςiςi)
∂2si

> 0 and
σ is not strictly increasing in this region. Nevertheless, this does not forbid the
attractiveness of σ = 0 but it requires an adaptation of the Lyapunov function.

Finally, the control law is combined with a limitation of αx required by the
operational restriction of the actual adhesion coefficient αx,max ≤0.15 defined
in [16]. In contrast to a slip-based brake control, the presented concept offers the
advantage of a strict adherence to αx,max facilitated by the estimated adhesion
information α̂x.

4 Presentation and Discussion of Brake Control Results

In order to test and validate the performance of the adhesion-based brake control
(ABC), three test scenarios are generated, all with an initial speed of 80km/h.
They differ in their maximum wheel-rail friction coefficient µ0 of the Polach con-
tact formulation. Fig. 3 illustrates the time-variant µ0 with a trapezoid (top),
sine sweep (middle), and random characteristic (bottom). This compilation of
cases allows to validate the robust performance of the brake control in various
typical brake scenarios: (i) trapezoid e.g. induced by repeated changes between
shady and sunny track sections; (ii) sine sweep representing low-frequency, con-
tinuous variations of the track conditions; (iii) random case with high-frequency
changes caused by a random distribution of wet leaves on the rails. The minimum
µ0 rises in all scenarios from the front (blue line) to the rear wheelset (purple
line). This increase represents the well-known conditioning effect, i.e. the front
wheelsets clean up the rails so that the rear wheelsets have a higher µ0.

To allow for a meaningful assessment of ABC, a slip-based two-level controller
(SBC), with slow=10% and shigh=15%, is applied to the test cases as reference.
The achieved braking distances are listed in Table 1. The reduction of braking
distances with ABC by at least 8.8% compared to SBC generally confirms the
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Fig. 3. Maximum wheel-rail friction coefficients in the test scenarios (from top to
bottom: trapezoid, sine sweep, random scenario

Table 1. Achieved braking distances with novel ABC and state-of-the-art SBC

trapezoid sine sweep random

SBC 382.9m 316.2m 339.6m

ABC 333.4m (-12.9%) 286.6m (-9.4%) 309.6m (-8.8%)

Fig. 4. Comparison of adhesion results with novel ABC and state-of-the-art SBC
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functionality of the novel brake control concept. For a more detailed analysis,
the adhesion results at the first wheelsets using ABC (yellow dotted line) and
SBC (blue solid line) as well as the maximum achievable adhesion (black solid
line) are shown in Fig. 4 for the trapezoidal test case. The results of the other
wheelsets are left out at this point, since they are qualitatively similar. First of
all, it can be seen that the adhesion values with SBC are considerably lower than
with ABC and in consequence the braking process lasts approximately 2s longer.
Comparing ABC with the maximum achievable adhesion curve demonstrates
that almost throughout the entire brake maneuver both lines are very close, so
the developed concept proves its functionality. The phases with a suboptimal
adhesion between t=9s and t=16s emerge from the dynamic coupling between
the four wheelsets, which for example affect the normal contact forces Fz,i and
according to Equ. (2) also the adhesion.

In addition, the ideal performance of ABC falls off after the last rise of µ0

at about t = 25s and a significant chattering occurs. This behavior is caused by
three interacting effects: (i) for low vx the slip is extremely sensitive to overcrit-
ical brake demands, since vx is in the denominator of si; (ii) the limitation of
αx,max ≤0.15 mentioned in Section 3.2 becomes active at this point and leads
to abrupt venting of the brake cylinder; (iii) a certain level of chattering often
comes along when using sliding mode control. Anyhow, a reasonable braking
behavior at low vx and low µ0 is a critical situation for every control approach.
In the end, the significant reduction of braking distances with ABC confirms the
great potential of this adhesion-based control concept.

5 Conclusions and Outlook

The present work introduces a novel adhesion-based brake control (ABC) con-
cept. This concept combines the adhesion signal provided by a generic and nu-
merically efficient Kalman filter with the slip information to reach the maximal
adhesion and, in consequence, to minimize the braking distance under bad and
especially changing wheel-rail conditions. The potential of this concept is vali-
dated in numeric simulations of three challenging test scenarios. The reductions
of braking distances reach from 8.8% to 12.9% compared to a simple slip-based
brake control.

As a next step, ABC will be integrated into the real-time test rig environment
NGT FuN [7] at the Institute of System Dynamics and Control, for a Hardware-
in-the-Loop verification of the control concept. Since NGT FuN operates under
a strict power and speed limitation, a test campaign for the validation of the
entire performance of ABC will be planned on external test rigs.
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